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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard

against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
I John 4:18: "There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because
fear hath torment. He that feareth is not made perfect in love."
Heb 13:6: "So that we may boldly say, The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear
what man shall do unto me."
II Timothy 1:7: "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of
love, and of a sound mind."
Psalm 24: 1-6
Psa 24:1 ¶ [[A Psalm of David.]] The earth is the LORD'S, and the fulness thereof;
the world, and they that dwell therein.
Psa 24:2 For he hath founded it upon the seas, and established it upon the
floods.
Psa 24:3 Who shall ascend into the hill of the LORD? or who shall stand in his
holy place?
Psa 24:4 He that hath clean hands, and a pure heart; who hath not lifted up his
soul unto vanity, nor sworn deceitfully.
Psa 24:5 He shall receive the blessing from the LORD, and righteousness from
the God of his salvation.
Psa 24:6 This is the generation of them that seek him, that seek thy face, O
Jacob. Selah.

"Israeli Officials: Obama to call world summit if Mideast
peace talks fail"
"U.S. President Barack Obama has told several European
leaders that if Israeli-Palestinian talks remain stalemated into
September or October, he will convene an international summit
on achieving Mideast peace."
"The officials said the conference would be run by the Quartet of
Middle East peacemakers - the United States, European Union,
United Nations and Russia - in a bid to forge a united global front
for creating a Palestinian state."
It is important to watch events in Israel, for both the Scriptures
and the Illuminati Plan say that Israel is the key to the timing of End Times events.
However, this issue of dividing Israel is a separate proposition, a development which
God not only foretold, but promised devastating physical judgment upon the nations
who forced Israel to divide. Please take a moment to read our expose' which we posted
about four years ago, entitled, "God Threatens End Times Judgment Against Nations
Who Divide Israel's Land", NEWS1806.
One fact we have always pointed out is the wording of the prophecy of a Palestinian
State in Isaiah 34:12: "They shall call its nobles to proclaim the kingdom, but nothing
shall be there, and all its princes shall be no more."
The word, "they" refers to the leaders of the End Times Edomites, who are today's
Palestinians. This prophecy simply states that the leaders shall declare a kingdom but
none shall actually rise. Thus, when Palestinian President Abbas began to speak of a
unilateral Palestinian declaration of a Palestinian State, we sat up to take notice,
because such a declaration could be fulfillment of Isaiah 34:12.
Now, President Obama himself takes up the mantle of a unilateral declaration of a
Palestinian State, led by the foretold four Gentile nations who shall divide Isreal:
"Then lifted I up mine eyes, and saw, and behold four horns. And I said unto the angel
that talked with me, What be these? And he answered me, These are the horns which
have scattered Judah, Israel, and Jerusalem." (Zechariah 1:18-19)
The infamous Quartet of Nations -- United States, European Union, the United Nations
and Russia -- were formed several years ago with the ultimate intent of forcing the
division of Israel between the Jews and the Palestinians. While Quartet activity has
faded in the past couple of years, we can see that President Obama intends to use the
Quartet as the means by which to achieve the partition of Biblical Israel.

But, there is more shocking truth in this prophecy. In this next segment, we see that the
"four horns" (four nations) were originally foretold to be Gentile nations!
Zec 1:20 And the LORD shewed me four carpenters.
Notice the 4 carpenters are separate, distinct and differnt from the four horns.
Strong's H2796 - charash
Transliteration
charash
Part of Speech
masculine noun

Pronunciation
khä·räsh' (Key)
Root Word (Etymology)
From
(H2790)

Outline of Biblical Usage
1) craftsman, artisan, engraver, graver, artificer
a) graver, artificer
b) skilful to destroy (warriors) (fig.), artificer of destruction
And I will pour out 8210 mine indignation 2195 upon thee, I will blow 6315 against thee in
Eze 21:31the fire 784 of my wrath 5678, and deliver 5414 thee into the hand 3027 of brutish 1197 men
582
, [and] skilful 2796 to destroy 4889.
"Then said I, What come these to do? And he spake, saying, These are the horns which
have scattered Judah, so that no man did lift up his head: but these are come to fray
them, to cast out the horns of the Gentiles, which lifted up their horn over the land of
Judah to scatter it." (Zechariah 1:21)
fray
b) (Hiphil)
1) to cause to tremble
2) to drive in terror, rout (an army)
http://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?Strongs=H2729&t=KJV
This news story may be the most important prophetic development in a good many
years! For the first time ever, a major political figure on the Global Stage -- the President
of the United States -- is calling for an international summit controlled by the Quartet for
the express purpose of creating a Palestinian State, or at least proclaiming one.

NOTE: David Brennan presents strong evidences that the "Four Horns" foretold in
Zechariah 1:18-21 to be scattering Judah, Israel, and Jerusalem are the four nations of
the "Quartet"! As the nations of the world gather to remove the Jew from portions of
God's Holy Land, the international group dubbed the Quartet is leading the effort. And,
the same prophetic Scripture warns of God's judgment against those nations attempting
to divide Israel.
After reading this book, your view of current events might never be the same!
http://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=2207
God's "Omen" Working In The Modern Era
UPDATE: A good modern example of God's protective "Omen" working to bring disaster
upon those nations who are active in the plan to divide Israel can be seen in the forced
withdrawal of all Jews from The Gaza Strip by Prime Minister Sharon. Working under
the pressure of the Quartet, led by the United States, PM Sharon forcibly pulled all
Jewish citizens from The Gaza Strip so that Palestinian citizens could take full control of
the Strip.
Sharon began his forced withdrawal on August 14, 2005, completing it on August 21,
2005.
Hurricane Katrina formed on August 23 and slammed into the City of New Orleans
August 29-31, 2005! Katrina was one of the five most deadly hurricanes in American
history and virtually destroyed much of New Orleans. Today, five years later, much of
New Orleans is still devastated and may never be rebuilt.
This story illustrates how God's "protective Omen" works for Israel and against those
who put pressure on Israeli leaders to capitulate on the plan to divide God's Holy Land.
Even more interestingly is what occurred to PM Sharon just days after he obeyed his
Gentile Quartet masters and ordered the forced eviction of his Jewish people from The
Gaza Strip. On 4 January 2006, PM Sharon suffered a major stroke and is today in a
vegatative state. God's judgment fell on Ariel Sharon rather quickly after he helped the
Illuminati divide and scatter The Gaza, don't you think?
God help America today, as we have one of the most anti-Israeli Presidents in our
history, who is beginning to oppose Israel on many, many levels.
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm

Obama To Put Israel In Middle East Crosshairs
In an attempt to launch indirect proximity talks between Israel and the Palestinians, the
US has given private assurances that it would consider not using its veto power against
UN Security Council condemnations of any significant new settlement activity, the
Guardian reported. A Palestinian source quoted by the UK paper said David Hale, a

deputy of US Middle East envoy George Mitchell, told Palestinian Authority President
Mahmoud Abbas last week that if there was "significantly provocative settlement
activity," including in east Jerusalem, Washington may consider allowing UNSC
resolutions censuring Israel to pass. Meanwhile, in an interview with the Chinese
Xinhua news agency on Wednesday, Abbas claimed the US had vowed to stop "any
provocative activities" by Israel in a bid to resume Middle East peace talks.
The Lucifer Effect: Obama's US Government Sponsored Anti-Israel Attitude
Expands As Jerusalem Mayor Is Shunned By Top US Officials.
Following harsh statements against Obama Administration, Jerusalem Mayor Nir
Barkat's request to meet with Clinton was denied. The US Administration rejected
Jerusalem Mayor Nir Barkat's request to meet with Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
and Special Mideast Envoy George Mitchell, Ynet has learned. Barkat, who is visiting
Washington, continued his attacks on the US government Wednesday, further
embarrassing the Netanyahu government. In an interview with MSNBC, the mayor said
Israeli officials are uncertain about what the US attempts to signal. He added that what
he termed bad American proposals will be futile in resolving the Mideastern conflict. In
the interview, Barkat said his positions on the Jerusalem issue are identical to PM
Netanyahu's views; however, an Israeli official expressed anger at the mayor's conduct
"at such sensitive period in US-Israel ties..."
RNN NOTE: It isn't just the US Government and Obama who are turning anti-Israel.
You would be surprised by the number of well-known so-called alternative news sites
(some of the biggest) that have censored RNN over the last couple years because we
have refused to join or to promote their covert attack on Isreal. Read between the lines
while visiting your favorite sites...
http://www.ynetnews.com/Ext/Comp/ArticleLayout/CdaArticlePrintPreview/1,2506,L3882201,00.html

President Obama Keeping Muslim Scheme Under Wrap
Monday, nearly 11 months after addressing the Muslim world from Cairo, President
Obama delivered a major speech to Muslims in this country. But his audience was a
group of entrepreneurs, investors and educators from more than 50 countries where
Muslims are a majority of the population. The speech launched a two-day summit aimed
at expanding business ties between the U.S. and the Muslim world. Obama has yet to
deliver a major speech to the American Muslim community and yet Muslim leaders in
the U.S. say relations with the White House have never been better. At the same time,
some conservatives say White House sensitivity to issues that might offend Muslims, is
compromising U.S. security. In Cairo, Obama said "let there be no doubt, Islam is a part
of America." But in post 9/11 America it remains a politically sensitive part. Rep. Peter
King, R-N.Y., says "the fact is we are fighting terrorism today but terrorism is coming
primarily from the Muslim world and the Muslim community." That kind of thinking
makes public White House outreach to American Muslims politically risky, and perhaps
for that reason the Obama administration's outreach has been quiet and conducted by
the president's aides. But there has been outreach.

Events may be setting the stage for the prophesied
destruction of Syria's capital, Damascus!
The destruction of Damascus and the annihilation of the
Palestinian people (NEWS2095) may be the impetus which
allows Israel to expand to all the land God promised Israel.
Last week, Western Intelligence warned that Syria may have
transferred Scuds from its arsenal to Hezbullah in Lebanon; such
a move would great aggravate war tensions between Israel and
her northern neighbor.
NEWS BRIEF: "Sec/State Clinton Warns: Syria's provocations may plunge Middle East
into war", By Natasha Mozgovaya, Haaretz News, April 30, 2010
"WASHINGTON - Syrian President Bashar Assad is pursuing dangerous policies that
could unleash war on the Middle East, U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton warned on
Thursday night. In a speech to the American Jewish Committee in Washington, Clinton
said that Syria's transfer of weapons to Hezbollah militants in Lebanon risks throwing
the region into instability ... 'Transferring weapons to these terrorists - especially longerrange missiles - would pose a serious threat to the security of Israel. It would have a
profoundly destabilizing effect on the region."
Syria, of course, denied that she had transferred any such weapons to Hezbollah, but
that did not stop American and Israeli officials from whipping up the war rhetoric. Then,
suddenly, the focus of the debate shifted to Iran.
NEWS BRIEF: "Iran sows Syrian fear of war with Israel - Netanyahu ", Arab News, April
22, 2010
"JERUSALEM: Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu accused arch-foe Iran on
Thursday of misleading Syrian leaders with the "lie" that Syria could soon come under
attack by Israel. The remarks appeared aimed at fueling war talk stoked by an April 10
Kuwaiti newspaper report, endorsed by some Israeli officials but denied by Damascus,
that Syria had supplied Scud missiles to Iranian-backed Hezbollah guerrillas in
Lebanon."
War talk is permeating the entire Middle East right now. When you throw the false public
rhetoric against Iran's supposed nuclear threat into the mix, you have a boiling cauldron
of "Rumors of Wars" which could easily erupt one day soon into real war -- the kind of
war of which the Bible warns in places like Joel 3:
"Prepare war, wake up the mighty men, let all the men of war draw near; let them come
up..." (Joel 3:9)

War is drawing near. Soon, God shall radically redraw the political landscape in the
entire Middle East, with tiny Israel sitting on the top of the heap! Bill Salus says:
"Greater Israel is coming, whether the nations of the world like it or not".
Soon, we Bible-believing Christians shall have new reason to trumpet God's
Omnipotence -- recently fulfilled prophecy!
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm

Government Admits they Protect Opium, Terrorize Families
This clip puts into perspective the radical behavior of SWAT teams and other
government enforcement agencies who recently raided and terrorized a family and
killed two dogs in order to bust a man for one gram of marijuana.
At the same time, the CIA and other agencies of government have admittedly carried
out narcotrafficking operations for decades. This is especially true in Afghanistan, where
troops guard opium crops, and the fight against the Taliban and al qaeda is mired in
drug trafficking.
Watch: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4WcuYafh1ek
The Mena Connection: Bush, Clinton, and CIA drug smuggling
Kennedy1op — March 30, 2009 — Film that includes clips from mainsteam media at
the time, CBS etc. http://www.ncoic.com/clinton.htm ARKANSAS GOVERNOR BILL
CLINTON PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH CIA DRUGS FOR GUNS CONNECTION By
Paul DeRienzo
An independent group of researchers in Arkansas are charging that Governor Bill
Clinton is covering up an airport used by the CIA and major cocaine smugglers in a
remote corner of the Ozark mountains. According to Deborah Robinson of In These
Times, the Inter mountain Regional Airport in Mena, Arkansas continues to be the hub
of operations for people like assassinated cocaine kingpin Barry Seal as well as
government intelligence operations linked to arms and drug smuggling. In the 1980's,
the Mena airport became one of the world's largest aircraft refurbishing centers,
providing services to planes from many countries.Researchers claim that the largest
consumers of aircraft refurbishing services are drug smugglers and intelligence
agencies involved in covert activities.In fact, residents of Mena, Arkansas, have told
reporters that former marine Lt. Colonel Oliver North was a frequent visitor during the
1980's. Eugene Hasenfus, a pilot who was shot down in a Contra supply plane over
Nicaragua in 1986, was also seen in town renting cargo vehicles. A federal Grand Jury
looking into activities at the Mena airport refused to hand down any indictments after
drug running charges were made public.Deborah Robinson says that Clinton had
"ignored the situation" until he began his presidential campaign." Clinton then said he
would provide money for a state run investigation of the Mena airport. But according to
Robinson, the promise of an investigation was never followed up by Clinton's staff. In
fact, a local Arkansas state prosecutor blasted Clinton's promise of an investigation,
comparing it to "spitting on a forest fire."
Watch: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxaFGsdGxnc

The Clinton Chronicles
InfoWarriorNWOslayer — April 07, 2008 — Here is the real story behind Hillary and
Bill
Watch: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgdJFeHVa-U
How Much Time Before Mark Of The Beast? Dems Pledge National Biometric ID
Vote In The Next Few Months
Sen. Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.), highlighted a proposal to implement a nationwide
worker verification program, which would require every worker to carry a national
identification card with biometric information within six years. That proposal has already
drawn fire from the American Civil Liberties Union but Schumer said it is essential to
stem the tide of illegal workers. “Our proposal recognizes that no matter what we do on
the border, we’ll only succeed in dramatically reducing future illegal immigration by
creating an employment verification system that holds employers accountable for
knowingly hiring illegal workers,” he said. The ACLU panned the proposal in a press
statement earlier in the day, saying it would “usher government into the very center of
our lives.”
Sexual Slavery Of Children On Main Street USA Growing
For 72 hours last fall, FBI agents and local police targeted truck stops, casinos, night
clubs, and adult entertainment spots in 36 American cities to rescue teenagers being
trafficked for sex. During the October raids, law enforcement rescued 52 minors
(children under age 18) trafficked into either prostitution or adult entertainment. Nearly
700 people, including 60 pimps, were charged. Since June 2003, the task force has
recovered 886 minors from the sex industry. The raids have resulted in 510 convictions
and $3.1 million in property seizures. Despite these victories, new research indicates
that the sex-trafficking problem in the United States is more widespread and more
severe than previously thought. In some cases, children as young as 9 years old are
being sold for sex by parents or boyfriends in exchange for illicit drugs. Organized crime
networks are now using sex trafficking because the risk of prosecution is so low. The
survey determined that a high percentage of teens rescued from trafficking return to the
system due to the strong bonds they form with their pimps. "Most Americans do not
realize that child trafficking is a major problem on Main Street USA," said Ernie Allen,
president of the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, at a February
congressional hearing. "These kids are victims. This is
21st-century slavery."
THE KINSEY SYNDROME DOCUMENTARY DVD
Uncovering the Truth Behind the Father of the Sexual
Revolution
Why are America's children disappearing? Working
secretly in his attic, Dr. Kinsey trained pedophiles to work
with stopwatches and record the responses of children
being raped - all in the name of "science." Among his
workers was a Nazi pedophile whose relationship to

Kinsey was exposed in a German court. The information from these crimes was then
recorded in "Table 34" of Kinsey's Sexual Behavior in the Human Male. How can
lawmakers use such a document to define the moral parameters of our society? Why
has the truth about Kinsey been suppressed for so long? And what can Americans do to
make a difference? LEARN MORE ABOUT THE NEW DVD DOCUMENTARY HERE!

Why Are Evangelical Churches Suddenly Aligning With Antichrist Numerology?
Most Popular Number Coordinates Church Services With Return Of
Apollo/Nimrod/Osiris
The latest trend among some contemporary Texas churches is a seemingly simple one:
the start time. Instead of traditional on-the-hour worship, they're picking times a minute
or two off. The Loft, the contemporary worship ministry of the Woodlands United
Methodist Church, holds services at 6:29 p.m. on Saturdays and 9:29 and 11:11 (In
Gemantria the number 11 typically represents disorder, destruction and judgment) on
Sunday mornings. "We wanted the Loft to be a different worship experience and the
times kind of reflect that," said Rozlyn Tunstall, the church's logistics coordinator. The
services have a "rock-concert feel," with parishioners in casual clothing and sipping
coffee from their café. When new people come, they'll usually ask about the weird
times. "Some people think they're symbolic of a Bible verse or something. They're not,"
said Tunstall. 11:11 seems to be among the most popular unconventional times. It's
when Second Baptist Church holds its contemporary service, called the "11:11." It
features a worship band instead of an orchestra and choir, and Ed Young's son Ben, an
associate pastor at the church, gives the message. Zion Church in Garland and
Aldersgate UMC in Lubbock both hold 11:11 a.m. services as well. Contemporary
worship often sounds and looks a lot different than conventional church, and
congregations are going high-tech, hard-rock to draw in younger crowds.

Tom Horn Explains Occult Significance Behind Numerology 11:11 In New Book
Apollyon Rising 2012
RESEARCHER REVEALS DEEPEST SECRETS OF MAYAN YEAR 2012 January 11,
2010--RaidersNewsNetwork.com
The hotly anticipated disaster movie 2012
was released on November 13. Directed by
Roland Emmerich and distributed by
Columbia Pictures, the film is already
controversial. NASA's senior scientist for its
Astrobiology Institute, David Morrison in a
Skeptic Magazine article responded angrily
last month to the film's viral marketing
campaign, saying it exploits people's fears

about the end of the Mayan "long count" calendar, Dec. 21, 2012, as leading to global
catastrophe. This comes despite the fact that in 2006, NASA published a report of its
own by Mausumi Dikpati of the National Center for Atmospheric Research on what
could be the most apocalyptic solar storm since records began approximately four
hundred years ago, scheduled to reach solar maximum in the year 2012. At least one
modern Mayan elder named Apolinario Chile Pixtun agrees with Morrison's point of
view, however, claiming the year 2012 represents “transformation” and the dawn of a
new earthly order, not the end of the world.
But according to internationally recognized researcher and author of the new book
Apollyon Rising 2012: The Lost Symbol Found and the Final Mystery of the Great Seal
Revealed, Thomas Horn, the biggest secrets related to the year 2012 and the so-called
'new order of the ages' have been hidden in plain sight for over two-hundred years in
Washington DC and at the Vatican. That secret has to do with what numerous ancient
societies (and there were plenty according to Horn) believed about this year--that it
forecast when “the gods” would return to earth, heralding the start of a new pagan
golden age.
"From Christians to New Agers, skeptics to historians, the world is presently enthralled
with the meaning of the year 2012," Horn says. "In general, the excitement [or dread, as
the case may be] surrounds a variety of predictions made by ancient and modern
sources concerning a portentous moment in time. Mankind is on course toward
unprecedented global upheaval, according to these experts, when the earth and all life
on it will undergo transformation marked by the end of the thirteenth baktun of the
Mesoamerican Mayan Long Count. "
The exact end date of the Mayan calendar is December 21, 2012, when during the
winter solstice at 11:11 GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) the sun will align with the galactic
center of the Milky Way galaxy, an event that occurs only every thirteen thousand years.
The precession of the equinoxes will conclude a twenty-six-thousand-year cycle,
bringing the astrological Age of Pisces to an end and introducing the beginning of
Aquarius, when the next cycle begins and the sun rises out of the mouth of the
Ouroboros (great serpent of the Milky Way).
"This is the sun rising in Sagittarius, the centaur with a bow—the symbol for Nimrod
coming out from the mouth of Leviathan and the sun ‘god’ rising again—
Nimrod/Osiris/Apollo," Horn adds.
Like the Aztec and Inca, the Maya believed earth seasons and celestial cycles were
affected by otherworldly and prophetic importance. Mayan priests interpreted such
activity and coupled it with the mathematics of their calendars, making predictions
based on the terrestrial and celestial cycles.
The Maya were not alone among ancient cultures in this knowledge, says Horn. For
instance, the Hindu Kali Yuga calendar started approximately during the Mayan Fifth
Great Cycle and also predicts global earth changes around the year 2012. The

Cherokee Indians likewise viewed the date 2012 as significant. The "Cherokee
Rattlesnake Prophecies," also known as the "Chickamaugan Prophecy" or the
"Cherokee Star Constellation Prophecies," are part of a series of apocalyptic prophecies
made by members of the Cherokee tribe during 1811–1812. The prophecies are very
similar to Mesoamerican belief, and are viewed by scholars as likely referring to the
return of the feathered serpent god Quetzalcoatl in the year 2012. Like the Maya, the
Cherokee calendar ends mysteriously in the year 2012 when astronomical phenomena
related to Jupiter, Venus, Orion, and Pleiades cause the "powers" of the star systems to
"awaken." These nearly 200-year old prophecies conclude with, "And the Cherokee
calendar shall end in the year 2012…[with] the coming of the Pale One once again."
Much of the published work by Horn in Apollyon Rising 2012 seems to be
unprecedented in the 2012 research community. For instance his claims that the
"Vaera" section of the Zohar--a collection of books written in medieval Aramaic over
seven hundred years ago--includes "The signs heralding Mashiach," or "The coming of
the Messiah" with the fascinating date for "his" appearance set in late 2012.
But of all such disclosures, it is the layout of Washington DC, the "secrets of the Capitol
Dome" as Horn calls them, and especially the Great Seal of the United States and its
direct connection to the year 2012 that most will find fascinating.
For instance, Horn provides evidence that early Freemasons and those working with
them were aware of the Mesoamerican belief system and the calendar ending date of
2012, actually incorporating it directly into the design of the Capital Dome in Washington
DC, as can be vividly observed in the commissioned artwork of Constantino Brumidi.
Born July 26, 1805, in Rome, Brumidi was an Italian/Greek painter who made his name
restoring sixteenth-century Vatican frescos, as well as artwork in several Roman
palaces. Following the French occupation of Rome in 1849, Brumidi immigrated to the
United States, where he became a citizen and began work for the Jesuits in New York
(viewed at that time as the "hidden power and authority" of the Roman Catholic
Church). Abruptly in 1854, Horn details, the Jesuits financed a trip for Brumidi to
Mexico, where he painted a representation of the Holy Trinity in the Mexico City
Cathedral. However, while there, he engaged in the curious task of making copious
notes of the ancient Aztec Calendar Stone (also known as the "Stone of the Sun"),
which ends in the year 2012.
Immediately upon his return from Mexico, Brumidi took his collection of notes and
drawings to Washington DC, where he met with Quartermaster General Montgomery C.
Meigs, supervisor of construction over the wings and Dome of the United States Capitol.
Brumidi was quickly commissioned to be the "government painter," and began adorning
the hallways and Rotunda of the Capitol with frescos sacred to Freemasonry, including
the Apotheosis of George Washington and the famous Frieze of American History.
Brumidi died in 1880 and three other artists completed the frieze, but not before Brumidi
attached to his historic work—sometime between 1878–1880—a scene called Cortez

and Montezuma at Mexican Temple, featuring the Aztec Calendar Stone and other
important Masonic symbolism.

Cortez and Montezuma at Mexican Temple, by Brumidi
The Stone of the Sun depicted in Brumidi’s frieze (behind figures) is based on the actual
twelve-foot tall, four-foot thick, twenty-four-ton, monolithic Aztec Calendar Stone. During
the pinnacle of Aztec civilization when the Aztec dominated all other tribes of Mexico,
this Stone rested atop the Tenochtitlan Temple in the midst of the most powerful and
largest city in Mesoamerica. Today, Mexico City’s Cathedral, where Brumidi worked,
occupies this site. The Spaniards buried the Stone there, and it remained hidden
beneath the Cathedral until it was rediscovered in 1790 when it was raised and
embedded into the wall of the Cathedral, where it remained until 1885. Today, the Stone
of the Sun is on display in the National Museum of Anthropology in Mexico City’s
Chapultepec Park.

Stone of the Sun
The inclusion of this symbolism in the U.S. Capitol Dome is important, says Horn. The
sun god Tonatiuh, whose face and protruding tongue are seen at the center of the Sun
Stone, is the god of the present (fifth) time, which began in 3114 BC and ends in 2012.
The Aztec solar calendar is second only in accuracy to the Mayan calendar, which also
ends on December 21, 2012.
Horn provides other surprising connections to the year 2012 in the Capitol Dome and
structures immediately surrounding D.C., ultimately laying the groundwork for what he
calls "the true lost symbol, which Dan Brown completely missed." This symbol is
connected to the Capitol Dome as the ancient structural representation of the womb of
Isis, and the Obelisk, the ancient representation of the erect male phallus of Osiris. How
this is connected to the year 2012 and the return of Osiris/Apollo/Nimrod in Apollyon
Rising 2012 is disturbing.
Another remarkable connection between the founding of the United States and the
Mayan end date 2012 in Horn's research is that the Maya themselves recognized a link
between the number thirteen and the years 1776 and 2012 in cycles and illustrations...
Horn provides strong evidence that the Mayan 13 cycles that began in the year 1776
and ends in the year 2012 formed the basis of the 13 steps of the unfinished pyramid on
the Great Seal of the United States.
"It is no coincidence that the start and ending dates of the final thirteen katuns (time

cycles) of the Mesoamerican Mayan Long Count calendar are reflected in the thirteen
steps of the pyramid on the United States’ Great Seal. Furthermore, that the steps of
the pyramid were intended to convey units of time has been an open secret for many
years," Horn claims.
Though he was not sure what to make of it himself, Paul Foster Case agreed with this
concept many years ago, writing:
Since the date, 1776, is placed on the bottom course of the pyramid, and since the
number thirteen has been so important in the symbolism of the seal, it is not
unreasonable to suppose that the thirteen courses of the pyramid may represent
thirteen time periods.
Horn concludes that 1776 was not only an important year in American History, but a
clock ticking downward 13 cycles of time ending in the year 2012. This is when a
prophecy (richly detailed in his new book) encoded on the Great Seal about the return
of Osiris/Apollo may be fulfilled, and a new pagan age begins. In Apollyon Rising 2012,
Horn discusses how this god (Apollo) is identified in several places in the New
Testament as the "spirit" that will inhabit Antichrist and give rise to the novus ordo
seclorum or “new order of the ages,” exactly what the Maya, Toltec, Aztec, Cherokee
and others said will occur in the year 2012.
Consequently, NASA may be right. 2012 may not represent the end of the world. It may
signal the beginning of the end.
Learn more at www.ApollyonRising2012.com.

20 Things You Will Need To Survive
The sad truth is that the vast majority of Americans would last little more than a month
on what they have stored up in their homes. Most of us are so used to running out to
the supermarket or to Wal-Mart for whatever we need that we never even stop to
consider what would happen if suddenly we were not able to do that. Already the U.S.
economy is starting to stumble about like a drunken frat boy. All it would take for the
entire U.S. to resemble New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina would be for a major war, a
terror attack, a deadly pandemic or a massive natural disaster to strike at just the right
time and push the teetering U.S. economy over the edge. So just how would you
survive if you suddenly could not rely on the huge international corporate giants to feed,
clothe and supply you and your family? Do you have a plan? Unless you already live in
a cave or you are a complete and total follower of the establishment media, you should
be able to see very clearly that our society is more vulnerable now than it ever has
been. This year there have been an unprecedented number of large earthquakes
around the world and volcanoes all over the globe are awakening. You can just take a
look at what has happened in Haiti and in Iceland to see how devastating a natural
disaster can be. Not only that, but we have a world that is full of lunatics in positions of
power, and if one of them decides to set off a nuclear, chemical or biological weapon in

a major city it could paralyze an entire region. Are you prepared? The following is a list
of 20 things you and your family will need to survive...
Featured Raiders Live! News Talk Radio Show
How To Survive Nuclear Armageddon
PLAY | DOWNLOAD | TWEET | SHARE VIA FACEBOOK

Dakota Fire Pit

Dakota Fire Pit
A little known survival aid related to wilderness fire making skills is the Dakota Fire Hole,
also known as the Dakota Fire Pit. This handy device is easy to construct and has
marked advantages over other types of camp fire constructs. Once you make a Dakota
fire hole and try it out, you may choose to use this method on a regular basis.
Making a Dakota Fire Hole is initially more labor intensive than simply building a fire on
the surface of the ground. However the outlay in energy required to make a Dakota fire
hole is more than offset by its efficient consumption of fuel; it greatly reduces the
amount of firewood required to cook meals, treat water to destroy pathogens, or warm
your body.
The Dakota fire hole is a valuable wilderness survival aid because it burns fuel more
efficiently, producing hotter fires with less wood. In many areas firewood is scarce or
requires a large amount of time and expenditure of energy in foraging to obtain it. Once
you build a fire, efforts are better spent attending to your other wilderness survival
needs rather than in the constant gathering of firewood
Dakota FireholeOther advantages of the Dakota fire hole are that it creates a kind of
woodstove with a stable platform that is very convenient to cook over.

Should you need to conceal your fire, the fire hole will limit the amount of visible smoke
that rises from the fire, since the fuel wood is burning hotter and more efficiently. The pit
will also help conceal the light emitted from your fire, especially at night when even a
single candle flame can be seen from miles away.
http://www.patriotfood.com/Dakota_Fire_Pit.html
www.survivaltips.com

